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This Green Paper accompanies the Report from the Commssion on

Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 on jursdiction and the recosnition, and enforcement of
to launch a

judgments in civil and commerciål matters ("the Regulation") . Its purose is

broad consultation among interested paries on possible ways to improve the operation of the
Regulation with respect to the points raised in the Report.
The Commssion calls on

all interested persons to send their comments on the points
than 30 June 2009, to the

addressed below and any other useful contrbutions, no later

following address:

European Commssion
Directonite-General Justice, Freedom and Securty

Unit E2 - Civil Justice
B - l049 Brussels Fax:+ 32 (0) 2 299 64 57
E-mail: Hs-coop-jud-civilßYéc.europa.eu

Contrbutions wil be published on the Internet. It is important to read the specific privacy
statement attched to this consultation for information on how your personal data and
contrbution will be dealt with. Professional organisations are invited to register in the
Commssion's Register for Interest Representatìvel.
1. The abolition of all ìntermrdìate measures to recognise and enforce foreign judgments
, C' exequatur")

The existing exequatur procedure in the Regulation simplified the procedure for recogntion
and enforcement of judgments
compared to the previous system upder the 1968 Brussels
Convention. Nevertheless, it is difficult to justify, in an internal market without frontiers, that
citizens anØ businesses haveto undergo the expenses in terms of
costs and time to assert their
rights abroad. If applications for declarations of enforceability are ahnost .always successful
and recogntion and enforcement of foreign judgments is very rarely refused,
,
objective of
abolishig the exequatur procedure in all civil and
realistic. In practice, this would

aimg for the
commercial matters should be

apply pricipally to contested claims. The abolition of

exequatur should, however, be accompanied by the necessar safeguards.

In the area of uncontested c1a1ms, intermediate measures have beeIl abolished on the bàsis of a
control, in
the Member State of origin, of minum stadards relating to the servce of the
document instituting proceedings and to the provision of information about the clain and the
procedure to the defendânt. In addition, an exceptional review should remedy situations where
the defendant was not served personally in a way to enable hier to arrange for his!her
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OJ L 12, 16.1.2001, p. 1.
(http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regr).Ths Register was set up in the framework of the European
Transparency Intiative with a view to provide the Commission and the public at large with information
about the objectives, fuding and structues of interest representati yes.
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defence or where he/she could not object to the claim by reason of force majeure or

this system, the claimant must stil go

extraordinary circumstances ("special review"). Under

though a certification procedure, be it that ths procedure taes place in the Member State of

origin rather than in the Member State of enforcement. )
In the area of contested and uncontested claims, on the other hand, Regulation 4/2009 on
maintenance obligations3 abolishes exequatur on the basis of harmonised rules on applicable
law and the protection of the
rights of the defence is ensured though the special review
procedure which applies once the judginent has been issued. Regulation 412009 thus takes the
view that,
in the light of
the low number of
"problematic" judgments presented for recogntion

as long as the defendant, has an effective

and enforcement, a frée circulation is possible

redress a posteriori (special review). If a simlar approach were followed in civil and
procedure
uncertinty in the few situations where the defendant was

commercial matters generally, the lack of harmonisation of such a speetal review
might

introduce

a certin degree of

not able to defend hiherself in the foreign cour. It should therefore be reflected whether a

might not be desirable.

more harmonised-review procedure

Question 1:

in the internal market all judgments in civil and commercial matters
should circulatefreely, without any intermediate proceedings
(abolition of exequatur)?

Do you consider that

If so, do you cònsider that some safeguards should be maintained in order to allow for such
an abolition of exequatur? And ifso, which ones?
",

legal order

2. The operation of the Regulation in the international

internal market and the Communty's, commercial policy both on
level require that equal àccess to justice
on the basis of
clear and precise rules on international jurisdiction is ensured not only for defendants but also

The good fuctionig of an

the internal and on the international

for claimants domiciled in the Community. The jursdictional needs of persons in the
Communty in their relations with thid States' parties are similar. The reply to these needs
should not vary from one Member State to' another, takig iiito account, in paricular, that
subsidiar jursdiction rules do
not exist in all the Member States. A common approach would,
strengthen the legal protection of Communty citizens and
economic operators and guarantee
the application of mandatory Community legislation.

In order to extend the personal scope of the jursdiction rules to defendants domiciled in thid
States, it should be considered to what extent
the special jursdiction rules of the Regulation,
with the current connecting factors, could be ap-plied to thd State defendants.

In addition, it should be reflected to what extent it is necessar and appropriate to create
addit~onal jurisdiction

grounds

for disputes

involving thid State defendants ("subsidiary

jurisdiction"). The existig rules at natioíiallevel pursue an importt objective of ensurng

might be appropriate. In this

access to justice; it should be reflected which uniform rules

respect, a balance should be found between ensurg access to justice on the one hand and

international courtesy on the other hand. Three grounds might he considered in ths' respect:
jursdiction based on the caring out of activities, provided that the dispute relates to such

OJL 7,10.1.2009, p. 1.
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activities; the location of assets, provided that the claim relates to such assets; and a forum
. necessitatis, which would allow proceedings to be brought when there would otherwise be no
access to justice 4.
Furer, if unform rules for claims against thd State defendânts are established, the risk of

parallel ,proceedings before Member State and thid State cours will increase. It mllst
therefore be considered in which situations access to the courts of the Member States must be
ensured irespective of proceedigs ongoing elsewhere and in which situations and under
which conditions it may be appropriate to allow the, cours to decline jursdiction in favour of

the cours of thid States. This could be the case, for instance, when paries have concluded an
exclusive choice of cour agreement in favour of

the cours of

thd States; when the dispute

otherwise falls Uider the exclusive jursdiction of thrd State cours, or when parallel
proceedings have already been brought in a thd States.

Finally, it should be considered to what extent an extension of the scope of the jursdiction
the

rules should be accompanied by common rules on
harmonisation of the

effect of thd State judgments. A

effect of thd State judgments would enhance legal certinty, in

particular for Communty defendants who are involved in proceedings before the courts of
third States. A common regime of recogntion ànd enforcement' of thd State judgments
would permit them to foresee under which circumstances a thid State judgment could be
enforced in any Member State of the Community, in particular when the judgment is in
breach of mandatory Communty law or Communty law provides for exclusive jursdiction
of

Member States' cours6.

Question 2: "

Do you think that the special jurisdiction rules of the Regulation could be applied to third
State defendants? What additional grounds of jurisdiction against such defendants do you
consider necessary?
third States' courÚ and

How should the Regulation take into account exclusive jurisdiction of
proceedings brought before the courts of

third States?

Under which conditions should third State judgments be recognised and enforced in the
Community, particularly in situations where mandatory Community law' is involved or
exclusive jurisdiction lays with
the courts of the Member States?

See theforum necessitatis rule in Aricle 7 of

Regulation (Be) No 4/2009. Theforum necessitatis rule

ensures that, where no cour of a Member State has jurisdiction pursuant to the Regulation, the. courts of
proceedigs canot reasonably
be brought
or conducted or would be impossible in a thid State with which the dispute is closely connected.
On these questions, it may be refered to the study on subsidiary jursdiction mentioned in the Report,
as well as to the work accomplished by the European Group for Private International
law (GEDIP), in

the Member States may, on exceptional basis, hear the case if

paricular at their session in Bergen in September 2008 (see htt://ww.gedipegpil.eu/ gedip _ documents.html).

This concern has been voiced, for instance, in the context of consumer collective redress, whereby
Community companies are involved in collective action in third States (e.g. United States).
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3. Choice of court
Agreements on jurisdiction by the paries should be given the fullest effect, not the least
because of their practical relevance in international commerce. It should therefore be

considered to what extent and in which way the effect of such agreements under the.
Regulation may be strengthened, in particular in the event of parallel proceedings.
One solution might be to release the cour designated in an exclusive choice-of-cour

lis pendens rule? A drawback of
ths solution is that parallel proceedings leading to irreconcilable jlldgments are possible.
agreement from its obligation to stay proceedings under the.

Another solution might be to reverse the priority rule insofar as exclusive choice of court
agreements are concerned.
In ths option, the cour designated by the agreement would have
priority to determe its jurisdiction and any
other court seized would stay proceedings until
the ju;sdiction of the chosen court is established. This solution already applies in the context

of thé Regulation with rêspect tò parties none of whom is domiciled in a Member State. Such

a solution would align to a large extent the internal coimunty rues with the international
rules. A drawback of this solution maybe that if the agreement is invalid, apar must seek
fist to establish the invalidity

before the cour designated in the agreement before being able

to seize the otherwise competent cours.

a direct communcation

Alternatively, the existing lis pendens rule may be maîntained, but

instance, with a

and cooperation between the two courts could be envisaged, combined, for

deadline for the cour fist seized to decide on the question of jurisdiction and an obligation to
regularly report to the cour second seized on

the progress of the proceedings. In ths option, it

should _be ensured that the claimant does not lose a legitimate forum for reasons outside
his/her control.

The.efficiency of jurisdiction agreements could also be strengtened by the grantig of
damages for breach of such agreements, arising for instance from the delay or the exercise of

default clauses in loan agreements. '

Another solution might also ~e to exclude the application of the lis pendens rule in situations
where the parallel proceedings are proceedings on the merits on the one hand and proceedings

for (negative) declaratory relief on the other hand or at least to ensure a suspension of the
rug of limitation periods with respect to the claim on the merits in case the declaratory
relief fails.

Finally, the uncertainty surounding the validity of the agreement could be addressed, for
instance, by prescribing a standard choice of Cburt clause, which could at the same time

expedite the decision on the jursdiction question by the cours8. This option could be
combined with some of the solutions suggested above: the acceptance of parallel proceedings

cause of action and between the
different Member States, any cour other than the Court first
seized shall of its
own motion stay its proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of the cour first
seized is established.
Concerning the validity of the agreement, it is sometimes suggested that a haronised conflict rule
might be appropriate in order to ensure a unform application of the rules ofthe Regulation.It should be
noted that the law applicable to choice of cour agreements is excluded from the scope of Regulation
Lis pendens rule requires that, where proceedgs involving the same
same paries are brought in the cours of

(EC) No 593/2008 on the law applicable to contractual obligations
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or the reversal of the priority rule could be limted to, those situtions where the choice-ofcour

agreement takes the standard form prescribed by the Regulation.

Question 3:

Community? '

Which of the above suggested solutions, or any other possible sqlutions, do you consider most

approprir;te in order to enhance the effectiveness of choice of court agreements in the

4. Industrial propert
The possibility to effectively enforce or challenge industral propert rights in the Community
is of fudamental importnce for the good fuctionig of the internal market. Substantive law
on intellectual propert

is already largely part of' the acquis communautaire9. Directive

2004/48/EC on the enforcement of intellectual propert rightslO aims at approximating eertin
procedural questions relating to enfurc.emetìt. . In order to address the lack of legal certinty

and the high costs caused by duplication of proceedings before national courts, the
Commssion has proposed the creation of an integrated jursdictional system through the
entitled to

establishment of a unfied European patent litigation system which would be

deliver judgments on the validity and the ingement of European and future Community
patents for the entire terrtory of the internal marketll. In addition, on 29 March 2009, the
Commssion adopted a Recòmmendation to the Council concerng the negotiating directives
for the conclusion of an international agreement involving the Communty, its Member States
and other Contracting States of
the European Patent conventionl2. Pending the creation
of
the
unified patent litigation system, certin shortcomings of the current system may be identified
and addressed in the context of
Regulation (EC) No 44/2001.
proceedings, it could be envi~aged to

With respect to the coordination of parallel infrgement

strengten the communication and interaction between the cours seized in' parallel
proceedings and/or to exclude the application of the rule in the case of negative declaratory
relief (cf. supra, point 3).
With respect to the coordination of infgement and invalidity proceedings, several solutions
to counter "toipedo" practices have been proposed in the general study. It is hereby referred to
the study for those solutions. However, the problems may be dealt with by the creation of the
unfied patent litigation system, in which case modifications of the Regulatiòn would not be
necessary.

If it is considered opportne to provide for a consolidation of proceedings againt several
infrgers of the European patent where the ingers belong to a group of companes acting

in accordance with a coordinated policy, a solution might be to establish a specific rule

allowing ingement proceedings concernng certain industral propert rights against
several defendants to be brought before the cours of the Member State where the defendant
the activities or otherwise having the closest connection with the inrigement is

coordinating

.9

hitellectùal proper rights also inClude copyrght which is not addressed in this paper. As a right which
is not subject to registration,

copyrght is not covered by the exclusive jursdiction rules of the

Regulation.
10

Directive 2004/48ÆC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the
intellectual property rights (OJ L 157,30.4.2004, p. 45).
COM(2007) 165.
SEC(2009) 330.
enforcement of

II
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domiciled. A drawback of such a rule might be, as the Court of Justice suggested, that the
strong factual basis of the rule may lead to a multiplication of the pot~ntial heads of

jursdiction, thereby undermg the predictability of the jursdiction rules' of the Reguation

and the priciple of legal certainty. In addition, such a rule may lead to foru shopping.
Alternatively, a re-formulation of the'rule on plurality of defendants might be envisaged in
order to enhance the role of the cours of the Member State where the priary responsible
defendant is domiciled.
Question 4:

What are the shortcomings in the current system of patent litigation you would consìder to. be
the most important to be addressed in the context of Regulation 44/2001 and which of the
above solutions do you consider áppropriate in order to enhance the enforcement of

industrial property rights for rìghtholders in enforcing and defending rights as well as the
position of claimants who seek to Challenge those rights in the context of the Regulation?

5. Lis pendens and related actions

With respect to the general operation of the lis pendens rule, it should be reflected whether the
curent problems might not be addressed by strengthening the communcation and interaction
between the cours seized in parallel proceedings and/or the exclusion of the application of the

nile in the case of negative declaratory relief (cfr. supra, point 3).
"

Concerng the rule on related actions, it should be reflected to what extent it may be
appropriate to permt
a grouping of áctions by and/or agaist several partieson the basis of

unform rules. The risk, ôf negative conficts of jurisdiction could be addressed by a
cooperation and communication mechansm between the courts involved and by an obligation
on the par of the court which declined jursdiction to re-open the case if the cour first seized
declines jurisdiction. In Aricle 30(2), it should be clarfied that the authority responsible, for
service is the fist authority receiving the
importnce of

the date and time

documents to be served. Also, in the light of the
of receipt, the authorities responsible for

service and the

cours, as appropriate, should note when exactly they receive the documents 'for puroses of

service or when exactly the document instituting proceedings is lodged with the cour.

One other possibility could be to provide for a limted extension of the rule in Arcle 6(1),
allowing for a consolidation if the cour has jursdiction over a certin quorum of defendants.
Question 5:
How do you think that the coordination of

parallel proceedings (lis pendens) before

the courts

of diferent Member States may be improved?

Do you think that a consolidation of proceedings by and/or against several parties should be
provided for at Community level on the basis of uniform rules?
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6. Provisional measures
The report describes several diffculties with respect to the free circulation of provisional

measures.

With respect to ex parte measures13, it might be appropriate to clarfy that such measures can
Regulation if the defendant has the opportity
be recognsed and enforced on the basis of the

to contest the measure subsequently, particularly in the light of Article 9(4) of Directive
2004/48/Ec.
Furher, the allocation of jurisdiction for provisional measures ordereq by a court which does
not have jursdiction on the substance of thecmatter may be approached differently, than it is
todaý under the existig case law of the coúrt of Justice. In particular, if the Member State
whose cours have jursdiction as to the substance of the
matter were empowered to discharge,
modify
Member State having
or adapt a provisional measure granted by the cours of a
jursdiction on the basis of Aricle 31, the 'íreal connecting lin"requiremenf could be
abandoned. The role of the court seized of the request
would be to assist the proceedings on
all
the merits by "lending remedies", paricularly when effective protection is not available in
the Member States, without interferig with the jurisdiction of the cour having jurisdiction on

cour having jurisdiction on the
substance may set aside the foreign measure. Again, a communication petween, the courts
involved may be helpfuL. This would allow applicants. to seek efficient provisional protection
where ths is available in Europe.

the substance. When such assistace is no longer needed, . the

With respect, to the required guarantee of repayment of an interi payment, it might be
' guarantee should not necessarily consist of a provisional payment
desirable to specify that the
or ban guarantee. Alternatively, it might be considered that ths difficulty wil be adequately
resolved though Case law in the futue. '

Finally, if exequatur is abolished, Aricle 47 of the Regulation should be adapted. In ths
Regulation (Èc) No 4/2009.

respect, inspiration may be drawn from Aricle 18 of

Question 6:

Do you think that thefree circulation of provisional measures may be improved in the ways
suggested in the Report and in this Green Paper? Do you see other possibilities to improve

such a circulation?
7. The interface between the Regulation

and arbitration

Arbitration is a matter of great importnce to international commerce. 'Arbitration agreements
should be given the fu1Ìest possible effect and the recognition and' enforcement of arbitral '

awards shóuld be encouraged. The 1958 New York Convention is generally perceived to
operate satisfactorily and is appreciated among practitioners. It would therefore. seem
appropriate to lea.ve the operation of the Convention untouched or at least as a basic starting

point for further action. This should not prevent, however, addressing certin specific points
relating to arbitration in the Regulation, not for the sake of regulating arbitration, but in the
first place to

ensure the smooth circulation of judgments in Europe and prevent parallel

proceedings.

13
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Ex parte measures mean, in the context of provisional measures, temporary orders issued by the cour
based on one part's request without hearing from the other side.
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In particular, a (parial) deletion of the exclusion of arbitration from the scope of the
Regulation might improve the intedace of the latter with cour proceedings. As a result of
such a deletion, court proceedings in support of arbitration might come withn the scope of the

Regulation. A special rule allocating jursdiction in such proceedigs would enhance legal
certinty. For
instance, it has been proposed to grant exclusive jurisdiction for such
proceedigs to the cours of the Member State of the place of arbitration, possibly subject to
an agreement between the paries14.
Also, ,the deletion of the

arbitration exception might ensure that all the Regulation's

jurisdiction rules apply for the issuance of provisional measures in support of arbitration (not
only Aricle 31). Provisional measures ordered by the courts are importnt to ensure the

effectiveness of arbitration, particularly until the arbitral trbunal is set up.
exception might allow the recognition
of judgments deciding on the
validity of an arbitration agreement and clarfy the recognition and enforcement of judgments
merging an arbitration award. It might also enSlle the recogntion of a judgfuent setting aside
an arbitral award15. This may prevent parallel proceedigs between cours and arbitral
trbunals where the agreement is held invalid in one Member State and valid in another.

Next, a deletion of the

More generally, the coordination between proceedings concerng the validity of an

arbitration agreement before a cour and an arbitral trbunal might be addressed. One could,
for instance, give priority to the
cours of the Memt,er State where
the arbitration takes place
to decide on the existence, validity, and scope of an arbitration agreement. This might again
be combined with a strengthened cooperation between the cours sei~ed, including tie limts

for the part which contests the validity of the agreement. A unform conflict rule concerning
the validity of arbitration agreements, connectig, for instance, to the law of the State of the
place of arbitration, might reduce the risk that the agreement is considered valid in one

Member State and invalid in another. This may enhance, at Communty level, the
effectiveness of arbitration agreements compared to Aricle 11(3) New York Convention. ¡Furher, as far as recogntion and

enforcement is concerned, arbitral awards which are

enforceable under the New York Convention might benefit from a rule which would allow the
refusal of enforcement of a judgment which is ireconcilable, with that
arbitral award. An
alternative or additional way forward might be to grant the Member State where an arbitral
award was given exclusive
competence to certify the enforceability of the award as well as its

procedural fairess, after which the award would freely circulate in the Community. Stil
another solution suggested consists of takig advantage of Aricle VII New York Convention
to furtêr faciltate atEU level the recogntion of arbitral awards (a question which might also

,be addressed in a separate Communty instrment).
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If this approach is followed, unform criteria should permt to determe the place of arbitration. The
general study suggests to refer to the agreement of the paries or the decision of the arbitral tribunaL. If
the
place cannot be defined on that basis, it is suggested to connect to the cours of the Member State
which would have jursdiction over the dispute under the Regulation in the absence of an arbitration
agreement.
This is paricularly important, for instance, if the award is set aside for violation of mandatory rules of
Community law (e.g. competition law).
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Question 7:
Which action do you consider appropriate at Community level:

· To strengthen the effectiveness of arbitration agreements;
. To ensure a good coordination between judicial and arbitration proceedings;

. To enhance the effectiveness of arbitration awards?

8. Other issues
8.1. Scope

As far as scope is conc,erned, maintenance matters should be added to the list of exclusions,
following the adoption of Regulation (EC) No 4/2009 on maintenance. With respect to the
operation of Artcle 71 on the relation between the Regulation
and conventions on p'artculår
matters, it hàs been proposed to reduce its scope as far as possible.

8.2. Jurisdiction
In the light of the importaìce of domicile as the main connecting factor to defme jursdiction,
it should be considered whether an autonomous concept could be developed.
Further, it should be considered to what extent it may be appropriate to create a non-exchisive
based on the situs of moveable assets as far as rights in rem or possession with

jursdiction

respect to such assets are concerned. With respect to employment contracts, it should be
reflected to what extent it might be appropriate to allow for a consolidation of actions
pursuant to Aricle 6(1). As to exclusive jursdiction, it should be reflected whether. choìce of

cour in agreements concerng the rent of office space should be allowed; concerng rent of
holiday homes, some flexibility might be appropriate in order to avoid litigation in a foru

remote for all partes. It should also be considered whether it might be appropriate to
extend the scope of exclusive jurisdiction in company law (Aricle 22(2)) to additional matters
related to the internal organsation and decision-making in a company. Also, it should be
considered whether a unform defiition of the "seat" could not be envisaged.With respect to
which is

the operation of Aricle 65, it should be reflected to what

extent a uniform

rule on thid part

proceedings might be envisaged, possibly liIted to claims against foreign thd parties.

Alternatively, the divergence in national procedural law might be maintained, but Article 65

could be redrafted so as to allow national law to evolve towards a unform solution. In
addition, an oblìgation on the part of the cour

hearig

the claim against a thid part in thid

part notice proceedings to verify the admssibility of the notice might reduce the uncertainty
as to the effect of

the couds decision abroad. .

In maritime matters, it should be reflected to what extent a consolidation of proceedings

liability proceedings on the basis of the
Regulation might be appropriate. With respect to the binding force of a jurisdiction agreement

aimed at setting up a liability fund and individual

in a bil of lading for the thd part holder of the bil of lading, stakeholders' have suggested

that a carrer under a bil of lading should be bound by and at the same token allowed to
invoke a jurisdiction clause against the regular thid-part holder, uness the bil' is not

suffciently clear in determg jurisdiction.
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With respect to consumer credit, it should be reflected whether it might be appropriate to
align the wording of Aricles 15(1)(a) and (b) of
the Regulation to the defintion of consumer
credit of

Directive 2008/48ÆCI6.

With respect to the ongoing work in the Commssion on collective redress17, it should be
reflected whether specific jursdiction rules arè necessary for collective actions.

8.3. Recognition and enforcement
,

As far as récogntion and enforcement is concerned, it should be reflected to what extent it
might be appropriate to address the question oflle free circulation of authentic instrents. 18
In

famly watters (Regulations (EC) No 220112003 and (BC) No 4/2009), the settlement of a

dispute in ian authentic instrent is automatically recognised in the other Member States.

The question arises to what extent a "recognition" might be appropriate in all or some civil or
commercial matters,

tag

into i;ccount the specific legal effects of

authentic instrents. '

by way of penalties might be
improved by ensurig that the
amount fixing the penalty is set, either by the court of origin or
by an authority il the Member State' of enforcement. It should also be considered to what
extent the Regulation should not only permt the recovery of penalties by the creditor, but also
those which are collected by the cour or fiscal authorities.

Furter, the free circulation of judgments orderig payments

Finally, access to justice in the enforcement stage could be improved by establishig a
unform standard form, available in all offcial Communty languages, which contains' an

extract of the judgmentl9. Such a form would obviate the need for translation of the entire

judgment and ensure that all relevant information (e.g. on interest) is available to the
enforcement authorities. Costs in the enforcement may be reduced by removing the
requirement to designate an address for service of process or to appoint a representative ad
lítem2o. In light of the curent harmonisation at Community law, in paricular Regulation (EC)

No 1393/2007 on the service in the Member States of judicial and extrajudicial documents in
civil and commercial matters21~, such a requirement does indeed seem obsolete today.
Question 8:

Do you believe that the operation of the Regulation could be improved in the ways suggested
above?
,

16

17

Directive 2008/48ÆC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 . April 2008 on credit
agreements forconsuIners and repealing Council Directive 871102ÆEC (OJ L 133,22.5.2008, p. 66).
See the Green Paper on consumer collective redress - COM(2008) 794, 27.11.2008 - and the Whte
Paper on damages actions for breach of
the EC antitrust rules - COM(2008) 165,2.4.2008.

18
The European Parliament

19

20
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has in its Resolution of 18 December 2008 referred also to a European

Authentic Act.
See, for instance, Regulation (BC) No 412009.
A representative ad litem means a person appointed to act for a par durig the course of legal

proceedings.
OJ L 324, 10.12.2007, p. 79.
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